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Donetsk  and  Aleksandrovka  were  hard  shelled  from  positions  of  Ukrainian  forces  at
Mariinka-Krasnogorovka last night. There were fires in residential areas of the DPR capital.
DPR Armed Forces destroyed a Kiev’s raiding force at Donskoe detaining 4 militants.

A movement of Ukrainian military equipment was observed at the Shumi settlement around
Donetsk.

2 civilans have been wounded in Gorlovka in result of Ukrainian artillery shelling. Kiev forces
shell the town from the directions of Artemovsk and Kodema. DPR Armed Forces reported
that at least 1 time Ukrainian MLRS was used from there.

Since yesterday the situation has been stable,  only 26 ceasefire violations,  in most of  LPR
territories instead of Schastie. Kiev’s raiding force was observed there.

Kiev  has  built  a  new  fortified  area  around  the  city  of  Mariupol.  They  built  300  defensive
pivots.  The total length of the defense constructions is 600 km. The cost is 1 billion UAH
(about 47 million USD).
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